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89-1752
Waivers (cont'd)

- Harmonized System

W.45/2  Brazil (extension)
W.45/3  Philippines (extension)
W.45/4  Chile (new request)
W.45/5  Malaysia (extension)
W.45/6  Bangladesh (extension)
W.45/7  Pakistan (extension)
W.45/9  Israel (extension)

6. Other

MIN.DECC MIN.DECC/Chair Ministerial Declaration on the Uruguay Round
MIN.DEC/Chair Statements by the Chairman and Adoption of the
MTN.TNC/11 Ministerial Declaration
L/6489 Results adopted by the Trade Negotiations
     Committee at its mid-term review held in
     Montreal on 5-9 December 1988 and in Geneva
     on 5-8 April 1989
L/6490 Improvements to the GATT Dispute Settlement
     Rules and Procedures - (Decision of 12 April
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TAR/177 Functioning of the GATT System - (Decision of
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L/6577 Committee on Tariff Concessions
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C/W/614 and L/6579 Committee on Budget, Finance and
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Accession of Bolivia
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     specific taxes
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